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§  Purpose 
§  Previous LLNL PDV Control Software 
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Purpose 
§  Simplify system controls 
§  Document system configuration 
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Software History 














___ m ___ m
PDV Shot layout summary form, rev. 4

Shot # ______________                  Date: ____/_____/_____

Location: ____________           Number of channels:______

PDV Chassis # __________ Shot Acc # ________________
Select probe type:
   102  /  250



































s/n         wavelength

300435    1549.6      BN
300434  1549.8      BN
400950    1550.15   JASPER
400949    1550.15   JASPER
501375    1549.88   B-Div.
501376    1550.10   B-Div.
602925    15xx.xx   B-Div.
602926    15xx.xx   B-Div.
602927    15xx.xx   A Sys.
602928    15xx.xx   A sys.
    Laser >>>

Trigger from bunker @ _____ µs, _____V with ______ pads= ____V






Probe #      B.R.   Shot Fiber #         B.R.      Transmission
              Probe install measurements
Shot table measurement:       Laser Room measurement
Probe #      Ref.    Ref. + Surf.            Ref. + Surf.
Data file names:
Probe #___  = _______________________
Probe #___  = _______________________
Probe #___  = _______________________
Probe #___  = _______________________
Notes:
PDV personnel:
TEK #__   /  Agilent      Ch __ ,   _____ mv/div.











TEK #__   /  Agilent      Ch __ ,   _____ mv/div.

____ GS/s ,     ____ pts
TEK #__   /  Agilent      Ch __ ,   _____ mv/div.

____ GS/s ,     ____ pts
TEK #__   /  Agilent      Ch __ ,   _____ mv/div.

____ GS/s ,     ____ pts
Select probe type:
   102  /  250

  other _______
Select probe type:
   102  /  250

  other _______
Select probe type:
   102  /  250

  other _______
Probe #      
200mW 400mW 600mW 800mW 1.0W 1.2W 1.4W Other
Probe #      
Probe #      
Probe #      
For MatLab data analysis:      
Record Start = ______ µs
Delta time per point = ______ ps
Laser wavelength = __________ nmDo spot locations need to be measured?
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Requirements For Software 
§  Control and monitor up to five PDV systems 
•  IPG Photonics lasers, Tektronix oscilloscopes,       
RIO Orion laser modules, Variable attenuators,  
Optical power monitors 
§  Document system configurations 
§  Provide an easy data processing interface 
§  Generate a quick report 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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PDV Ops Advance Menu Bar 
Heartbeat indicator for laser updates 
Heartbeat indicator for oscilloscope updates 
Shot Name control, appended to data folders and files 
Multi-function Status Indicators 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Load Previously Saved Setup Files 
Load Setup – standard file dialogue  
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Save Setup Files 
Load Setup 
Save Setup – simple file dialogue 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Laser Power Setup 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Save Data – simple file dialogue.  Saves data for all  
Systems as specified in the System 
Configuration and Scopes Setup 
GUI’s. 
 





Auto Save Enable/Disable 
Auto Process Data 
Auto Arm Systems 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Polynomial, Spline, Peak, or 
   Gaussian 
 
Window Type: 
Hann, Hamming, and others 
 
Variable overlap (Skip %) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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DiCon 1x64 Switch Integration 
Tool Menu also contains the 
Fiber Optic Connect test panel 
And Report Generation menu 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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§  Multi-Use PDV Control, Analysis, and Report 
generation. 
§  Can handle up to 5 systems 
§  LabVIEW executable 
§  Windows compatible 
§  Still want to implement Luna OBR 
measurements with the DiCon switch  
Summary 
UNCLASSIFIED 
UNCLASSIFIED 

